A considerable amount of effort has been put into the reduction of the overuse of antibiotics and reduction in radiographic studies in the pediatric population. Infections within the ear, nose, and throat and in cervical regions are a frequent source of antibiotic use in children. Quality improvement projects creating clear care pathways have been important to delineate which imaging may be most helpful.

Judicious Use of Antibiotics in Pediatrics

Antibiotics are not only life-saving drugs, but also carry significant risk and are significantly oversused. It is estimated that 30 to 50% of antimicrobials are inappropriately prescribed in the inpatient setting and at least 30% are inappropriate in the outpatient setting. Antibiotics are also the most common cause of adverse drug events in children, accounting for 7 of the top 10 drugs leading to pediatric-related emergency room visits. Reducing inappropriate antimicrobial use is critical to prevent further bacterial resistance. The National Action Plan for Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria has set the goal of reducing inappropriate antibiotic use in the outpatient setting by 50% by 2020. This goal is especially relevant to children. A large proportion of antibiotic consumption in the United States is provided to children, with the highest rates of prescribing to children <2 years of age. Children will more likely suffer the consequences of antimicrobial resistance that results from societal and repeated personal exposure to antimicrobials as they reach adulthood.

There is considerable heterogeneity in the amount and frequency of the use of antibiotics. They are prescribed more frequently in the United States than in Europe, and within the United States, there are geographic differences in frequency of prescribing. Antibiotics are most often prescribed for respiratory tract infections. Antibiotic prescribing rates for acute respiratory tract infections among a group of practices in Philadelphia ranged from 18 to 36% of visits, demonstrating that considerable heterogeneity exists among practitioners in prescribing antibiotics when a child presents with upper respiratory tract symptoms. In an analysis of 2014 healthcare claims from a pediatric accountable care organization, we found that 18.5% of antibiotics dispensed among ~250,000 clinical encounters of relatively healthy children with upper respiratory tract symptoms in 2014 were in association with diagnostic codes for viral upper respiratory tract infection only. Even among diagnoses generally accepted to require antibiotics, the diagnosis itself may not be accurate, and there is little feedback to clinicians in practice. For example, pediatricians and pediatric residents often misdiagnosed otitis media with effusion from acute otitis media when presented with a video recording of otoscopic examinations of the tympanic membrane, raising concern of misdiagnosis prompting potentially unnecessary antibiotics. Another strategy to gauge the accuracy of the diagnosis may be the frequency with which it is made. In the analysis of prescribing patterns from a pediatric accountable care organization affiliated with our institution, we also found a tremendous heterogeneity in the rates of antibiotic dispensation in association with diagnostic codes solely for sinusitis of 2.2 to 22%, which is a clinical diagnosis primarily based on history. The rate of sinusitis complicating an upper respiratory infection in the 4- to 7-year-old age group was found to be only 8.8% in a recent prospective study, and the discrepancy in the rates of diagnosis indicates that sinusitis may be over diagnosed in the community.
It is estimated that 30% of outpatient antibiotic prescriptions are unnecessary. Tracking and reporting antibiotic use is considered one of the core elements of outpatient antimicrobial stewardship, and feedback to prescribers on a regular basis has been shown to decrease broad-spectrum and inappropriate prescribing. Further efforts are needed to provide feedback to prescribers on the accuracy and appropriateness of the clinical diagnoses made that prompted antibiotic prescribing.

Beyond the risk of bacterial resistance and side effects, antibiotics may have other consequences to children, with concern raised that antibiotic exposure(s) may increase the risk for diabetes, autoimmune illness, asthma, and allergies. It is imperative that clinicians weigh both short- and long-term risks of antibiotics before prescribing.

Judicious Use of Computed Tomography in Pediatrics

It is estimated that more than 4.5 million computed tomography (CT) scans are performed in children per year. Potential adverse events with CT scan exposure in children are radiation-associated malignancy, incidental findings that may prompt additional testing, and increased cost. Radiation exposure in young children, particularly, can be associated with potential harm. It is estimated that one case of leukemia is estimated to result from 5,250 CT scans in this age group, with the highest risk being for scans of the head.

Use of CT scans in tertiary care pediatric hospitals varies widely. The use of clinical pathways have been beneficial to reduce the use of CT scans in head trauma, and alternative use of ultrasound has been beneficial to reduce radiation exposure in appendicitis, but such pathways in head and neck infections have not been as widely implemented. We will discuss in this review strategies to potentially reduce CT scan use while evaluating for deep neck space infection, lymphadenitis, and acute mastoiditis. Diagnostic imaging in deep neck space infections—parapharyngeal, retropharyngeal, and peritonsillar infections (henceforth called deep neck infection, or DNI)—can be associated with significant morbidity and mortality, especially when the diagnosis is delayed. Some children may improve with antimicrobials alone, though some suggest an initial surgical approach for parapharyngeal and retropharyngeal infection. Both acute lymphadenitis and parapharyngeal infection can be on the differential diagnosis in those presenting with neck swelling. Tonsillar ultrasound may be used to evaluate specifically peritonsillar infection and may sometimes detect a parapharyngeal infection as well.

We reviewed our single-center experience to identify the factors associated with medical management alone for DNI. During the study period, 130 patients who were previously healthy and had no recent trauma or surgery were identified, and 43% underwent surgical intervention. Cultures demonstrating methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) were documented in four patients; one of these patients presented septic shock. Multivariate analysis for the outcome of medical management alone was performed; older patients had a significantly higher probability of treatment with antimicrobials alone, independent of other covariates. All patients in our series underwent CT scan evaluation, with 21% undergoing a second CT scan evaluation during their hospitalization, raising some concern that CT scans may be overused in the evaluation of these children.

Several studies have suggested that younger children have increased risk for complications, such as mediastinitis and also for infection due to MRSA. The aggregate data suggest that children under the age of 2 years should be monitored more closely for complications, for presence for MRSA infection, and for the need for surgical intervention.

We combined factors associated with decreased likelihood for need of surgical intervention and clinical presentation to create a pathway for evaluation and management of children with suspected DNI or lymphadenitis. For the older, non-ill-appearing patient who has no respiratory distress, a CT scan may provide more useful information when performed after the first 24 to 48 hours of medical therapy if the child is not improving, as more than half of children in our cohort improved with antimicrobial therapy alone. A proposed clinical pathway is shown in Fig. 1.

Another potential disadvantage to CT scan use is delay in surgical intervention. In a case–control study of treatment for peritonsillar infection, the mean time to either a bedside or surgical procedure was 493 minutes in those who received a CT scan compared with 175 minutes in those who did not receive a CT scan. There was no association between the use of CT scan and performance of a procedure. We do not recommend routine use of CT scans in this population, as the presentation and physical examination are appropriate for diagnosis.

Acute mastoiditis is most common in young children, with approximately one-third of cases occurring in those less than 24 months. Some patients may present with purulent extension into the intracranial space (e.g., epidural abscess) or extracranial areas, (e.g., osteomyelitis or Bezold abscess). CT is useful to define bony changes and intracranial/extracranial abscess and thrombosis. However, the most common complication is subperiosteal abscess, and intracranial complication from mastoiditis is estimated to be less than 10%, so some advocate waiting for image unless there are neurologic changes and/or signs indicative of a focal abscess. Magnetic resonance imaging may be preferable because of the lack of radiation and because it is superior in definition of intracranial complications, but often it cannot be obtained in a timely manner, and/or the children may require sedation, which carries other risks. One approach could be similar to that published in an Israeli cohort, where CT scans were obtained in only 22% of 86 children presenting with symptoms concerning for acute mastoiditis. Reasons prompting imaging were suspected subperiosteal abscess, lack of appropriate improvement, and focal neurologic signs.

Conclusion

Access to both antibiotics and CT scans is readily available in the United States, but judicious use of these entities is critical...
for preventing harm to children. A more evidence-based and select use is in the best interest of our pediatric patients.
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